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NEW QUESTION 1
What is used to reduce attack surfaces?

A. Access
B. Remediation
C. Segmentation
D. Device trust

Answer: B

NEW QUESTION 2
What are two ways Cisco addresses customers' growing business needs? (Choose two.)

A. Multi/hybrid cloud platforms
B. Highly-scalable DC platforms
C. Bulletproof NGFW appliances
D. Consolidated tracking and reporting
E. Multiple solution deployment choices

Answer: AB

NEW QUESTION 3
What are two ways Cisco helps customers navigate compliance issues? (Choose two.)

A. Providing identity verification
B. Securing email communications
C. Ensuring all employees have access to all files
D. Removing reporting requirements
E. Removing bureaucratic security tags

Answer: AC

NEW QUESTION 4
What is the primary customer challenge caused by the wide variety of security solution providers on the market?

A. Finding a low-cost option
B. Determining the single best security product
C. Contacting all providers for information
D. Finding the right provider to offer the best value

Answer: D

NEW QUESTION 5
Which three factors should a customer consider when choosing the ideal security solution provider? (Choose three.)

A. Creates new market opportunities
B. Delivers excellent partner and customer support
C. Generates higher margins on each sale
D. Provides solutions at the lowest cost
E. Offers more than just niche products
F. Is committed to security

Answer: BEF

NEW QUESTION 6
What is an attribute of Cisco Talos?

A. Detection of threats communicated within 48 hours of occurrence
B. Blocks threats in real time
C. Real-time threat information
D. 3rd party applications integrated through comprehensive APIs

Answer: C

NEW QUESTION 7
Which three products are used to secure the cloud? (Choose three.)

A. Umbrella
B. Tetration
C. NGFW
D. ESA
E. Meraki
F. Cloudlock

Answer:
NEW QUESTION 8
Which two attack vectors are protected by Email Security? (Choose two.)

A. Voicemail
B. Mobile
C. Email
D. Web
E. Cloud

Answer: AC

NEW QUESTION 9
What are two ways that Cisco helps customers balance protection and accessibility? (Choose two)

A. Leverage integrated tools and dynamic context to enforce policies
B. Reinforce device infrastructure with an extensive security portfolio
C. Provide vital training to ensure a skilled workforce.
D. Analyze user and device vulnerability.
E. Manage risk more effectively across the environment.

Answer: AC

NEW QUESTION 10
Which two attack vectors are protected by Remote Access VPN? (Choose two.)

A. Cloud
B. Campus & Branch
C. Voicemail
D. Email

Answer: DE

NEW QUESTION 11
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